Do anticipatory postural adjustments occurring in different segments of the postural chain follow the same organisational rule for different task movement velocities, independently of the inertial load value?
Dynamic phenomena, termed anticipatory postural adjustments (APA), are known to precede the onset of voluntary movement. Their anticipatory nature confers a particular status on APAs: as they cannot be triggered reflexly by afferent signals induced by a voluntary movement, it can be asked whether the APA parameters are centrally programmed as a function of some task movement parameters or are only the peripheral consequence of control variables. To this end the present study aims to determine whether the APAs occurring at the different sites of the postural chain yield the same accelerometric patterns and follow the same organisational rules when the task movement velocity changes, independently of the inertial load value. Subjects performed unilateral shoulder flexions at maximal and submaximal velocities, with (IUF) and without (OUF) an additional inertial load. Accelerometers were attached to the wrist and trunk, and on both sides of the body at shank, thigh, hip and shoulder. The results show that: 1) there was evidence of anticipatory acceleration in all segments of the postural chain; 2) each acceleration profile for the anticipatory phase was maintained over different focal movement velocities whether there was an additional load or not; 3) there were significant linear relationships between the amplitude of each segmental anticipatory acceleration and the square of the task movement velocity, the slope of which differs as a function of the inertial load; 4) there were close intersegmental correlations between these anticipatory accelerations which did not depend on the inertial load. In addition the correlation between the lower limbs and the opposite side of the body was positive, suggesting a diagonal postural pattern. A comparison of the present kinematic data with the corresponding EMG data reported in the literature argues in favour of a centrally determined kinematic pattern. It is proposed that the diagonal postural pattern between postural segments be considered as one of the order rules which could simplify the control process of asymmetrical movement. The anticipatory kinematics of each of the body segments would be calibrated with the velocity and the inertial load and scaled to the other segments to counteract the perturbing effect of the asymmetrical focal movement on body balance.